A Leader’s Guide about the Olave Story Book
Contents:
 Leaders’ A4 version


Girls’ A5 version

Preparing the books:
Leaders’ Book - A4 size
Copy A4 size or enlarge to A3 (minus the Leader’s notes) to make into a Big Picture Book for very young
Guides if desired. The girls could be involved in colouring this.
A4 pages could be copied, coloured then laminated and used as story cards.

Girls’ Booklet – A5 size
Copy back to back on WHITE paper to be suitable for colouring in OR copy onto coloured paper to present
the book as a gift eg for a Guiding journey milestone or as a reward.
Assemble pages and fold in half; staple along fold-line with a long arm stapler.

Ideas for using the resource:
You could …………


use the Big Picture Book for a story time with younger Guides.



have an older Guide read it to a patrol or to the whole Unit.



suggest a patrol reads it together.



include a story time after an energetic activity or to close a unit meeting.



read and discuss a portion each week, then invite the girls to colour the corresponding pages in
their booklet, either at Guides or at home.



have the Guides mime the major events in Olave’s life while the story is read a second time.



have patrols or individual Guides practise role playing different sections of the story then combine
to re-enact Olave’s life in sequence.



encourage older Guides to use the time line from the back of the book to prepare a visual artistic
expression of Olave’s life – e.g. a collage or montage, a static display, series of portraits, a flip chart
or scroll, a treasure box or a series of dioramas depicting different periods of her life. Guides could
work on these projects in Patrols or independently.



encourage older Guides to extend their knowledge of Olave and to share it in some way.



invite a patrol to make sets of cards using names, dates, places and events from the story. Cards
can be used for activities such as Kim’s Game, Matching Pairs Memory Game, SNAP or speech
cards where Guides select one card at random and speak a sentence to their patrol or unit about
the information on it.



Copy the A5 size onto coloured paper (as a non-colouring in version like the sample in this pack)
and present as a gift to a Guide as a reward for effort, recognition of achievement or progression.

